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SUMMARY

Working Group I members are discussing standards for air-ground
datalink over IP (Internet Protocol) and VoIP (Voice over IP). In
the document, at first, I will describe about using naive IP is not
appropriate for transport layer in wireless communication. The
reason is the same as a reason why cellular phone systems do not
use IP for transport layer. Secondly, I will describe that a mixture
of VoIP and TCP/IP datagram is not easy. This implies that VoIP
and TCP/IP should be separated.
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1 Introduction

The purpose of the document is that clarifying the problems about IP as a transport
layer for air-ground datalink and VoIP by describing design concept of IP. In the
WG-I, it is discussed about an implementation of aeronautical communication by
IP. Because IP is already used technology, an implementation of IP for aeronautical
network was the main topic in the meetings. In the discussion, IP based network is
treated as just a cheap line. This is appropriate for ground-ground datalink, how-
ever, inappropriate for the other purpose. This is because that the design concept of
IP and the air-ground communication are different. This document provides some
information for the difference.

In this paper, at first, I will describe the design concept of the Internet Proto-
col. Secondly, an implementation of Pure IP for air-ground communication may
difficult because of the difference of the strategy for traffic flow control. Thirdly,
I will describe a problem about mixture of VoIP datagram and TCP/IP datagram.
Finally, I will conclude the problem.

2 Design Concept and Advantages of Internet Protocol

2.1 Design Concept of IP

The design concept of Internet Protocol is KISS: Keep It Simple and Stupid, or
dumb network and intelligent terminal. IPv4 (RFC791) is formulated in Sept 1981,
and it is used for a quarter-century. It works on from 2400bps serial line to 40Gbps
OC-768/STM-256 SDH/SONET line. Such a amazing adaptation in a different
environment means the design of IP is an excellent one. One of the reason of
such a scalability may be due to simplification. In the Internet Protocol, the only
one mission of routers is routing. For instance, flow control is not necessary for
IP routers1, although this function is popular in communication devices. Then
development of IP routers have focused on an improvement of their speeding up.
The other complex features are tasks for TCP or above layers. These layers are only
handled by the end of the network. For example, flow control is a task for TCP,
and only the end of the network handles such a task. This is called an “End-to-End
principle.” It has made easy for introducing a new protocol and a new application
such as HTTP, SMTP, or X Window System.

On the other hand, OSI is a intelligent network protocol. It can handle with a
complex functions. These networks are designed by network engineers.

1IP routers are allowed to discard IP datagrams.
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2.2 Technical advantages of IP

The possibility that a trouble of a router makes an effect on whole network trou-
ble is few. This is because a routing table is shared with each AS (Autonomous
Systems) autonomously by a BGP (Boarder Gateway Protocol, RFC4271). Typ-
ical size of a routing table is some millions of routes. AS is currently specified
by 16bits integer, but each AS have many segments of address blocks. Then the
routing table becomes such a big size.

The other advantages of IP is that it is a stateless protocol. In the paper, the
word “stateless” means that no information about previous IP datagrams is neces-
sary for routing IP datagrams. The part of implementation for stateful communica-
tions such as a session management is a task for TCP or higher layer2. This design
allows a simple implementation of IP routers such as a Layer 3 Switch. Layer 3
switch was an innovation for high speed and low cost. It was just a expansion of
Layer 2 switch, called “switching hub.”

2.3 Non technical advantages of IP

Unsurprisingly, high cost performance is one of the most important advantages of
IP. Suppose using Ethernet (IEEE 802.3 series) as a Layer 2, 1000BASE-T Gigabit
ethernet interface for PC is sold less than 1000JPY (or 10USD), and 10GBASE-
CX4 10Gigabit ethernet interface is sold less than 100,000JPY (or 1000USD).
Such a high speed interface is very expensive except for ethernet.

The other advantage of IP is the number of engineers. Recently, the number of
engineers who can understand IP is greater than the number of engineers for OSI
protocol stack. This implies that maintainability of systems for IP is better in the
future.

The other expression of well-used is that almost all problems are already shown
and known.

2.4 The other considerations

It is predicted that IPv4 address assignment depletion will occur in 2011, 3 years
later. For performance, routing table size explosion may be a bottleneck of routing
speed.

Technically, dual-stack implementation is not difficult for new programs. If
the operating system on a program already can handle IPv4 and IPv6, calling

2Typical home routers have a function of NAT (Network Address Translation). It requires session
management because it uses a port number. A port number is implemented on TCP or UDP, the above
layer of IP.
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getaddrinfo(3) instead of getaddrbyname(3)may be the most significant dif-
ference between IPv4 only implementation from dual-stack implementation.

3 Problems of IP (1): Air-ground communication

3.1 Convergence time of routing table

Convergence time of routing table by BGP is slow. It is typically 10 minutes. It
is enough for land-line network, but is not enough for for air-ground network. Be-
cause autonomous systems are not good at dynamic configuration of routing tables
in a short time, generally saying, lower transport layer under Internet Protocol is
necessary for wireless connection with handover. Such a transport protocol for
wireless connection usually requires a center system. For instance, most of cellular
phone systems requires a control center for base stations to collaborate and syn-
chronize them. These kind of the center systems are conflicting with autonomous
systems on the Internet. The problem of convergence time is a problem of commu-
nication complexity. The more nodes, the more time.

Some people say there are Mobile IPv6 is the solution, however, in the Mobile
IPv6, autonomous control is used only fixed network. A fixed “Home agent” node
is necessary for Mobile IPv6. Essentially, this corresponds to a center control
station for each mobile nodes. It’s not autonomous. The other problem of Mobile
IPv6 is that there are no scheme for reducing handover time, although real-time
communication is the most important for air traffic control in the congestion area.

3.2 Security of BGP

BGP do not have a security requirement. In BGP, an AS edge router is already
reliable because they are well managed and their installation site is enough secure
physically such as a locked room. For example, recently, an incorrect routing ta-
ble publish for YouTube from Pakistan makes a confusion for BGP routers in the
world. In this case, an address block of the incorrect routing table was smaller than
the correct one. Most of BGP routers believe such an incorrect routing table pub-
lish because of “Longest match rules.” This instance means autonomous system is
robust for accident, but is not robust for attack. Robustness of the Internet is the
result of Internet Service Provider’s efforts.

3.3 Communication channel capacity

In wired connection, instead of flow control or QoS, speeding up the network is
the effect countermeasure for packet loss or delay. Queueing theory justifies this
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solution. For example, air traffic and also packet routing can modeled by queueing
theory. Essential solution of avoiding air traffic congestion is the airspace capacity
growth. Packet loss or delay is the same problem mathematically. This strategy
may be likened to override Quality by Quantity.

However, wireless communication capacity is strongly limited due to finite
and scarce frequency resources. Flow control is implemented on TCP, and TCP is
a end-to-end protocol, then internal routers cannot control traffic through wireless
communication. This means that directly used IP as a transport layer in wireless
communication may waste frequency resources.

4 Problems of IP (2): Voice over IP

4.1 Jitter: Realtime Transport

IP is not a time sensitive protocol. In the store and forward architecture, packet
transmission order may be vary, or time interval is not a constant. This is not a
problem for TCP/IP, but may be a problem for voice quality over VoIP. For exam-
ple, not constant time interval of sending IP datagrams may become a jitter in VoIP.
Typically, sending a facsimile over VoIP is not recommended because of the jitter.
In other words, the jitter makes a symbol error of facsimile signals.

4.2 Quality of Service

I will show the difference VoIP from TCP/IP as follows:

• VoIP

1. The upper layer is UDP
2. Typical payload size is 64 bytes
3. Number of packets per second is a approximately constant

• Applications over TCP/IP (e.g. WWW on HTTP, e-mail on SMTP)

1. The upper layer is TCP
2. Typical payload size is over 1400 bytes3

3. Burst traffic

To avoid VoIP datagram from packet loss or delay, it is necessary to protect
VoIP datagram from TCP/IP datagram. These kind of service is called Quality of
Service, however, QoS of IP is not enough for such a purpose because IP is simple
protocol. Typically, exclusive line for VoIP is used as a VoIP communication. A
mixture of VoIP and TCP/IP is not recommended.

3Ethernet frame size is typically 1500.
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5 Conclusions

There are some difference between requirements of IP and aeronautical communi-
cation. Some people may think that modifying IP for aeronautical communications
is enough, but this kind of standards may conflict with the concept of IP: Keep It
Simple and Stupid. And more, if we use modified IP for aeronautical communica-
tions, it cannot work on COTS (Commercial-in-the-shelf) devices like routers.

My recommendation is using IP as follows:

1. Land-line: Use IP as a transport layer protocol
2. Wireless: Use IP over the other wireless communication technology

• It depends on the conclusion of Future Communications Study

• In the scenario, IP is used just over wireless communication systems,
and routing in the wireless section will be done by the wireless com-
munication systems.

3. Separate a line of VoIP from the other TCP/IP lines

Metcalfe’s law for Network says that a large network is better than many small
networks. Then, we have to continue to develop and verify interconnection tech-
nologies for the future.
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